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Insights into social insects from the
genome of the honeybee Apis mellifera
The Honeybee Genome Sequencing Consortium*

Here we report the genome sequence of the honeybee Apis mellifera, a key model for social behaviour and essential to global
ecology through pollination. Compared with other sequenced insect genomes, the A. mellifera genome has high A1T and
CpG contents, lacks major transposon families, evolves more slowly, and is more similar to vertebrates for circadian rhythm,
RNA interference and DNA methylation genes, among others. Furthermore, A. mellifera has fewer genes for innate immunity,
detoxification enzymes, cuticle-forming proteins and gustatory receptors, more genes for odorant receptors, and novel
genes for nectar and pollen utilization, consistent with its ecology and social organization. Compared to Drosophila, genes in
early developmental pathways differ in Apis, whereas similarities exist for functions that differ markedly, such as sex
determination, brain function and behaviour. Population genetics suggests a novel African origin for the species A. mellifera
and insights into whether Africanized bees spread throughout the New World via hybridization or displacement.

The western honeybee, Apis mellifera, is a striking creature, one of
relatively few species for which evolution culminated in advanced
society1. In ‘eusocial’ insect colonies, populations are differentiated
into queens that produce offspring and non-reproductive altruistic
workers that gather and process food, care for young, build nests and
defend colonies. Remarkably, these two castes, both highly derived
relative to solitary insects, develop from the same genome.

Social evolution endowed honeybees with impressive traits2,3.
Differentiation into queens and workers is through nutritionally
based, hormone-mediated, programmes of gene expression4 yielding
dramatic distinctions in morphology, physiology and behaviour.
Queens, typically one per colony, have ten times the lifespan of work-
ers, typically 1 to 2 yr5, lay up to 2,000 eggs per day, and store sperm
for years without losing viability. Workers, numbering tens of thou-
sands per colony, display sophisticated cognitive abilities, despite a
brain containing only one million neurons6. This is five orders of
magnitude less than the human brain and only four times greater
than Drosophila, which has a far simpler behavioural repertoire.
Workers learn to associate a flower’s colour, shape, scent, or location
with a food reward7, increasing foraging efficiency. They commun-
icate new food discoveries with ‘dance language’, originally deci-
phered by von Frisch8, the only non-primate symbolic language.
Recent studies revealed that honeybees can learn abstract concepts
such as ‘same’ and ‘different’9.

The infamous African ‘killer’ bees, Apis mellifera scutellata, the
queens of which were introduced to Brazil in 195610, are known for
intense stinging activity during nest defence, and pose human health
problems. The African bees’ spread throughout the New World is a
spectacular example of biological invasion. Although it was one of the
first biological invasions to be studied with molecular tools11, our
understanding of its genetic basis has been controversial.

This array of fascinating features, as well as amenability to molecu-
lar, genetic, neural, ecological and social manipulation12, led to selec-
tion of the honeybee for genome sequencing by the National Human
Genome Research Institute, National Institutes of Health (NHGRI,
NIH)13. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) also
supported the project because of the paramount importance of
pollination to human nutrition and the environment14. And, of

course, humans and other animals have valued honey since prehis-
toric times.

Honeybees belong to the insect order Hymenoptera, which
includes 100,000 species of sawflies, wasps, ants and bees. Hymenop-
tera exhibit haplodiploid sex determination, where males arise from
unfertilized haploid eggs and females arise from fertilized diploid
eggs. Haplodiploid-induced asymmetries in relatedness between off-
spring and sisters have long been thought to be involved in the
evolution or maintenance of eusociality in the Hymenoptera15,16,
but other life history traits also promote social evolution17, and there
are divergent perspectives on this issue at the present time1,18.
Haplodiploidy has distinct sex-determination mechanisms com-
pared with other organisms because Hymenoptera lack sex
chromosomes19.

Hymenoptera is one of 11 orders of holometabolous (undergo a
metamorphic moult) insects. All completed insect genome sequences
have thus far been confined to Holometabola20–26; phylogenetic rela-
tionships of these and related arthropods are in Fig. 1. Honeybees
diverged from Diptera and Lepidoptera 300 million years ago,
whereas the last common ancestor with humans was 600 million
years ago27. The genus Apis is an ancient lineage of bees that evolved
in tropical Eurasia28 and migrated north and west, reaching Europe
by the end of the Pleistocene epoch, 10,000 yr ago. The origin of A.
mellifera has been suggested as Asia28, the Middle East29, or Africa2,30.
From there, humans carried them worldwide because of their ability
to make honey28.

The A. mellifera genome has novel characteristics and provides
fascinating insights into honeybee biology. Some main findings are:

?The A. mellifera genome is distinguished from other sequenced
insect genomes by high A1T content, greater spatial heterogeneity of
A1T content, high CpG content, and an absence of most major
families of transposons.

?The honeybee genome evolved more slowly than that of the fruitfly
and malaria mosquito.

?The A. mellifera genome shows greater similarities to vertebrate
genomes than Drosophila and Anopheles genomes for genes involved
in circadian rhythms, RNA interference (RNAi) and DNA methyla-
tion, among others.

*Lists of participants and affiliations appear at the end of the paper.
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?Apis mellifera has fewer genes than Drosophila and Anopheles for
innate immunity, detoxification enzymes, cuticle-forming proteins
and gustatory receptors, but more genes for odorant receptors, and
novel genes for nectar and pollen utilization. This is consistent with
honeybee ecology and social organization.

?Genes encoding the major royal jelly protein family—nine genes
evolved from one ancient yellow gene—involved in queen and brood
nursing, exemplify genes gaining new functions during the evolution
of sociality.

?Novel microRNAs (miRNAs) were detected and shown to have
caste- and stage-specific expression, suggesting a role in social
diversification.

?Key elements in early developmental pathways differ between Apis
and Drosophila, indicating that these evolved after the lineages
separated.

?The honeybee shows similarities to Drosophila for functions that
differ markedly, such as sex determination, brain function and
behaviour.

?Population genetic analyses using new genome-based single-nuc-
leotide polymorphisms (SNPs) support a hypothesis involving an
African origin for the species A. mellifera and provide new insights
into the spread of Africanized ‘killer’ bees. A. m. scutellata alleles have
largely replaced those from one previously dominant subspecies, A.
m. ligustica, whereas A. m. mellifera genotypes were essentially
unchanged30.

Genome sequencing and assembly

The honeybee genome was sequenced using DNA from multiple
drones derived from a single, slightly inbred queen (DH4 strain;
Bee Weaver Apiaries, Inc.). 2.7 million whole-genome shotgun reads

(Supplementary Tables 2 and 3) were assembled using the Atlas
software31 and built into chromosomes using a microsatellite marker
linkage map32,33. Analysis of initial assemblies showed that regions
with high A1T composition were under-represented in libraries.
Previously as much as 30% of the genome was in an (A1T)-rich
shoulder in density gradients34. Thus, DNA was fractionated by
CsCl-bisbenzimide density gradient centrifugation35 and additional
shotgun libraries were generated from DNA with .70% A1T com-
position. Batches of 200,000 reads of (A1T)-rich DNA were gener-
ated and new genome assemblies were reassessed. After four such
batches were added to the assembly, representing about 30% of the
data, coverage of the (A1T)-rich regions had improved to 6-fold and
the N50 (N50 is the contig size where 50% of the genome sequence is
in contigs of size N50 or larger) of contigs had doubled to over 30
kilobases (kb) (Supplementary Fig 2 and 3), statistics adequate for
gene predictions and analysis. In total, 1.8 gigabases (Gb) were
assembled, 37.5 coverage of the (clonable) 236 megabase (Mb) hon-
eybee genome (Table 1, Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). Further
details are available in Supplementary Information.

Several assemblies were produced (Supplementary Table 1) and
are available on the Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome
Sequencing Center (BCM-HGSC) website36, with statistics displayed
in Table 1. Versions 1.x were initial assemblies deficient in (A1T)-
rich regions. Version2 (January 2005) was the first to contain full
(A1T)-rich read enrichment. The genome size and coverage of this
assembly did not change for later assemblies. Version2 lacks highly
repeated sequences, which has little impact on gene predictions, and
used the 2005 version of the microsatellite linkage map (from M.
Solignac) to build chromosomes. In version3, highly repeated
sequences were added, which increased the N50 (see below) for con-
tigs by 15% and for scaffolds by 6%. With the current (March 2006)
version4 assembly, the most recent genetic map (AmelMap333) was
used to place sequence on chromosomes, increasing the amount of
mapped sequence by 10%.

Assemblies were tested against honeybee data sets (expressed
sequence tags (ESTs), complementary DNAs, microsatellite markers
and sequenced bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones) for
quality and completeness (Supplementary Table 3). The quality of
version3 and version4 was tested by alignment of full-length cDNAs
(55 total). All alignments showed correct order and orientation of
exons. Although a limited set of cDNAs, it nevertheless seems that
misassembly of genic regions is rare. In version4, 99% of 2,032 mar-
kers and 98% of 3,136 ESTs were represented, providing evidence for
completeness. When aligned to BACs that had been independently
sequenced, 23 out of 27 BACs showed .94% coverage, whereas four
were .80% but were complex owing to repeated sequences. The
estimated clonable genome size is thus taken as 231 Mb/98% 5

236 Mb. Flow cytometry estimates with nuclei from brains of 45
workers and 12 drones gave a haploid genome size of 262 6 1 Mb.
The difference between drones (264 6 2) and workers (261 6 1) was
not significant (P? 0.05). Compared to the assembly, we estimate
unassembled or unclonable (for example, paracentromeric (A1T)-
rich, see below) sequences at 26 Mb.
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Figure 1 | Evolutionary relationships. Evolutionary relationships of Apis
mellifera, other insects and related arthropods for which the genome
sequence has been published (red), is in draft assembly form (blue), or is
approved for sequencing (green), with approximate divergence times161,180.
Recent work suggests that the Hymenoptera are basal to the Coleoptera in
the Endopterygota (also known as Holometabola)76,152.

Table 1 | Genome assembly statistics

Version Reads
(million)

Bases (Mb) N50

contigs
(kb)*

N50

scaffolds
(kb)*

Total contigs
(Mb)

Span contigs
(Mb)

Coverage by
reads (%)

Genome size
(Mb){

Coverage{ Mapped
(oriented)

(Mb)

Mapped (not
oriented) (Mb)

Unmapped (Mb)

1.0 2.0 1,251 22 236 176 182 .96 ,212 ,63 81 (38%) 32 (15%) 99 (47%)
1.1 2.0 1,251 19 223 198 206 .96 210 6.03 81 (39%) 29 (14%) 100 (47%)
1.2 2.0 1,374 23 260 208 213 .96 219 6.33 101 (47%) 29 (14%) 79 (39%)
2.0 2.7 1,776 36 343 225 229 .96 237 7.53 132 (58%) 28 (12%) 77 (30%)
3.0 2.7 1,776 41 362 231 235 .96 238 7.53 138 (59%) 28 (12%) 72 (29%)
4.0 2.7 1,776 41 362 231 235 .96 236 7.53 152 (65%) 34 (14%) 49 (21%)

* The N50 size is the length such that 50% of the assembled genome lies in blocks of the N50 size or longer.
{Genome size 5S(contig lengths)/(completeness).
{Coverage 5 bases/genome size.
Data are available at http://www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/projects/honeybee.
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Sets of gene predictions were produced using version2 (see below
and Supplementary Information). Analyses proceeded using versions
2, 3 and 4, depending on the particular characteristic under study and
timing of the assembly.
Genetic and physical maps and chromosome organization.
Development of linkage maps was facilitated by a high recombina-
tion rate, 19 cM Mb21, several-fold greater than in any other multi-
cellular eukaryotes32,37,38. The linkage map AmelMap3 has more than
2,000 microsatellite markers. The average distance between markers
is 2.1 cM; all intervals are shorter than 10 cM. The high density of this
map suggests that little information is missing in the assembly.
Scaffolds were organized along chromosomes according to this
map. Sixty-four per cent (151 Mb) of scaffolds contain at least two
markers with non-null distances and could be oriented on chromo-
somes, whereas another 15% (35 Mb) contained one marker and
could be placed but not oriented. Thus, 79% (186 Mb) of the genome
is placed on chromosomes.

The honeybee karyotype (Fig. 2) is based on measurements of
morphologically distinct features of chromosomes in 74 well-spread,
4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained haploid chromo-
somes prepared from testis of drone pupae of the sequenced strain.
Measurements of centromere positions, overall chromosome length,
position of ribosomal organizer regions, and position and extent of
(A1T) sequence-rich (DAPI-positive bands) are in Supplementary
Table 4. The total length of the 16-chromosome haploid complement
at meiotic pre-metaphase is 30 mm. Of this, 36% (11 mm) is (A1T)-
rich, DAPI-positive sequence surrounding each centromere. The
chromosomes are numbered according to the genetic map, which
orders them roughly by length, ranging in size from 3.5 mm for meta-
centric chromosome 1 to 1.2 mm for chromosome 16. All chromo-
somes (plus nuclear organizing regions containing rDNA repeats on
chromosomes 6 and 12) have been identified by BAC fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) using one or more BACs containing micro-
satellites used in the genetic mapping effort. This karyotype largely
agrees with previous efforts39; however, it is not possible to pair
unequivocally the several similar-sized chromosomes in these two
karyotypes.
Manual superscaffolding of chromosomes 13, 14, 15 and 16.
Additional evaluation of completeness of version4 was performed
using ‘manual superscaffolding’ to bridge gaps between mapped scaf-
folds on the four smallest chromosomes. The requirement for two
unconflicted mate pairs to link contigs was relaxed and all additional
sources of evidence were used. These included overlaps of contigs

that were not merged because of haplotype divergence, single-mate-
pair links between contigs, extensions of contigs using trimmed parts
of reads yielding novel overlaps, resolution of conflicting mate pairs,
and cDNAs and confident gene models bridging inter-scaffold gaps.
Attempts were made to cross the 22 remaining inter-superscaffold
gaps by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), with five being successful.
This effort reduced chromosomes 13–16 (17% of the mapped gen-
ome) from 21, 25, 42 and 21 mapped scaffolds to 4, 5, 6 and 5 super-
scaffolds, respectively, and incorporated 121 unmapped scaffolds
totalling 1.8 Mb for an increase in length of 5.5% for these chromo-
somes (superscaffolds are available from BeeBase).

The resultant superscaffolds extend from the mapped location
of the centromere—although centromeric sequences were not dis-
cerned—to the TTAGG telomeric repeats of the distal telomeres (see
below). Comparison with the genetic map suggests that the remain-
ing inter-superscaffold gaps are not extensive. Only two misassem-
blies of 146-kb and 65-kb sections of scaffolds, as well as several
minor misassemblies of 2–8-kb contigs, were discovered in this
17% of the mapped assembly. This manual effort provides additional
support for the near completeness of the assembly for the euchro-
matic regions of the genome.

Genome organization

Although the A. mellifera genome is not the first sequenced insect
genome, a number of characteristics of genome organization distin-
guish it. Described below, the honeybee provides new diversity in
genome structure.
Sequence characteristics. Animal genomes are a mosaic of G1C-
content domains, with homogeneous G1C composition within
domains, but widely variable G1C composition between domains.
In all animals studied, including the honeybee, the distribution of
G1C-content domain lengths follows a power law distribution (for
example, ref. 40). The G1C-content domains in the honeybee gen-
ome, as in other genomes, do not have a characteristic length; rather,
there is an abundance of short segments and only a small number of
long ones. Comparison of G1C-content domain lengths in various
genomes (Supplementary Fig. 4) shows that honeybee domains are
shorter than in two dipterans, which are shorter than chicken and
human. The honeybee genome is more (A1T)-rich than other
sequenced insect genomes (67% A1T in honeybee, compared with
58% in Drosophila melanogaster and 56% in Anopheles gambiae,
Fig. 3a).
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Figure 2 | Chromosomal spreads, ideogram and karyotype of Apis
mellifera. The ideogram (in blue) shows average chromosome lengths,
positions and sizes of DAPI-positive (heterochromatin) bands. The
percentage of heterochromatin reflects the time of appearance of
heterochromatic bands (100% observed in all preparations; lower

percentages seen only in early prophase spreads). Lines to the right of
chromosomes represent BACs shown by FISH to bind in relative order and
positions predicted from the genetic and physical maps. Binding sites of
rDNA probes (distal short arms of chromosomes 6 and 12) are shown in red.
The karyotype (below the ideogram) is based on the rightmost spread.
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Consistent with an (A1T)-rich genome, honeybee genes occur
more frequently in (A1T)-rich domains compared with other spe-
cies (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 5). The mean G1C content of
domains in which honeybee genes are located is 29%, compared with
47% for A. gambiae and 44% for D. melanogaster. Furthermore, genes
are not distributed evenly throughout the genome, but show a tend-
ency to appear in (A1T)-rich regions of the honeybee genome
(C. Elsik et al., personal communication).

Gene length in the honeybee shows a striking relation to G1C
content compared with other insects (Fig. 3b). Gene length (exons
plus introns) increases with G1C content in honeybee (R2 5 0.135,
P , 2.2 3 10216), but decreases slightly with G1C content (R2 5

0.009, P 5 1.1 3 10210) in A. gambiae, and is not significantly related
to G1C content (R2 5 0.0002, P 5 0.079) in D. melanogaster.
However, transcript length (exons only) has a significant
(P , 2.2 3 10216) but weak positive correlation with G1C content
in all three insects (A. mellifera R2 5 0.067, A. gambiae R2 5 0.037,
D. melanogaster R2 5 0.033). These relationships in honeybee indic-
ate that total intron length increases with G1C content, in contrast
with vertebrates in which intron length decreases with G1C con-
tent41. The relationship between gene length and G1C content is
unlikely to be the result of annotation bias. First, this analysis
included only genes that were flanked on both sides by other genes
on the same scaffold, avoiding genes with exons on different scaf-
folds. Second, honeybee gene models were a consensus of five gene
sets (see below), and were associated with probabilistic confidence
scores. The relationship between gene length and G1C content did
not change when gene models with less than 90% probability were
removed from the analysis. Thus the honeybee genome is unusual
among insects and opposite of vertebrate genomes in having long
genes in (G1C)-rich regions.

Among dinucleotides, CpG is over-represented (1.67-fold) com-
pared with the expectation from mononucleotide frequencies. Such
an excess contrasts with other eukaryotic genomes where CpG is
under-represented or at most close to the expected value (the highest
CpG content so far is 1.15-fold in the genome of Cyanidioschyzon
merolae42). Genomes where CpGs are the target of cytosine methy-
lases (such as plants or vertebrates) show a CpG deficit (Supple-
mentary Table 5). The high CpG content in the honeybee is intri-
guing because honeybee is the first protostome shown to possess a full
complement of functionally active vertebrate-like DNA methytrans-
ferases, including an active CpG methytransferase (see below).
Methylated cytosines are known to be hypermutable43, and Me-
CRT mutations are expected, driving base composition towards
A1T richness. However, the impact of cytosine methylation on
mono- and dinucleotide composition in the honeybee is not clear.
Telomeres. The 15 acrocentric honeybee chromosomes have a distal
telomere on their long arm and a proximal telomere on their short
arm, whereas the large metacentric chromosome 1 is presumably
a centromeric fusion of two acrocentric chromosomes with two
distal telomeres and loss of the proximal telomeres39 (Fig. 2 and
Supplementary Table 4). We built all 17 distal telomeres44. Twelve
were already present at the ends of terminally mapped scaffolds,
whereas the remainder were assembled by manually superscaffolding
outwards from the terminally mapped scaffolds. After 1–7 kb of
unique sequence beyond the last gene on each Apis chromosome,
each distal telomere has a 3–4-kb subtelomeric region, showing
70–92% sequence identity between all 17 telomeres. This is followed
by the expected TTAGG45 or variant telomeric repeats of at least
several kilobases. The canonical organization of these distal telomeres
(Fig. 4) makes them the simplest and most consistently constituted
telomeres known in insects. In contrast, Bombyx mori telomeres are
complicated by the insertion of numerous non-long terminal repeat
(LTR) retrotransposons46, and dipteran telomeres are unconven-
tional in having no TTAGG repeats: Drosophila telomeres consist
entirely of multiple non-LTR retrotransposon inserts of the het-A
and TART families47–49, and the telomeres of A. gambiae50 and
Chironomus midges51 consist of many complex tandem repeats,
maintained by recombination.

We have been unable to build the 15 proximal telomeres, which
also appear by FISH to have the TTAGG repeats45, much as we have
been unable to assemble the 16 centromeres, although their approx-
imate map locations are known52. They are composed of highly repet-
itive tandem sequences of two major kinds: the 176-bp AluI repeat at
proximal telomeres and the 547-bp AvaI repeat in centromeres39.
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These two repeats constitute 2% and 1% of the genome respectively,
yet in the current assembly only a few short unmapped scaffolds
contain them, whereas the vast majority remain in the unas-
sembled-repeat-read data set. We conclude that the distal and prox-
imal telomeres differ in their subtelomeric region sequences, even if
both have terminal TTAGG telomere repeats. This subtelomeric dif-
ference might be important for the 15 acrocentric chromosomes,
where in the Rabl configuration after mitosis the distal telomeres
are sequestered on the nuclear envelope at one pole of the nucleus
opposite the telophase centromeric cluster, as well as in the chro-
mosome bouquet formation during meiotic prophase53. To allow this
Rabl configuration the proximal telomeres must be distinct, most
likely in their subtelomeric regions, and hence remain with the cen-
tromeres. The apparent absence of AluI repeats from the single meta-
centric centromere region is consistent with this interpretation39.
Transposable and retrotransposable elements. Almost all transpo-
sons identified are members of the mariner family54–56, widespread in
arthropods and other animals, with relatives in plants, protists and
bacteria57 (Table 2 and Supplementary Information). They range in
age from the relatively young AmMar1 (refs 58, 59) with many nearly
intact copies, to the ancient AmMar5 and AmMar6 with only a few
highly degraded copies remaining. Other common types of transpo-
sons are largely absent from the honeybee genome (Supplementary
Information).

There is little evidence for active retrotransposable elements, but
the genome once harboured many retrotransposons. There are rem-
nants of several LTR retroviral-like retrotransposons; for example, 15
partial and highly degraded copies of a copia-family sequence, 6
partial sequences encoding matches to the BEL12 element of A. gam-
biae60, and 3 highly degraded copies of a DIRS retrotransposon61.
There are also remnants of a further possible 11 LTR- and 7
non-LTR retrotransposons from a number of clades identified in
Drosophila62. Separate manual assembly of nuclear rDNA units
revealed that honeybees do contain active non-LTR retrotransposons
of the R2 family, although the R1 lineage seems to be absent63. There
are, however, at least five short degraded copies of an R1-like element
most similar to the R1Bm element of B. mori64, so R1 elements were
also once present. This relative lack of retrotransposons is a surpris-
ing finding in light of high diversity, copy number and activity of
both LTR and non-LTR retrotransposons in other insect genomes.
Possibly retrotransposons are too disruptive to a genome that is
completely exposed to selection in haploid drones every generation,

with the rDNA being a relative ‘safe haven’, although retrotranspo-
sons are known from other haplodiploid Hymenoptera65–68.

It is apparent that this is an unusual genome in having few trans-
posons and retrotransposons, at least in assembled sequences, almost
all of which are members of the mariner family constituting 1% of the
assembled genome. The vast majority of these mariner copies and the
degraded retrotransposons are in short unmapped scaffolds, suggest-
ing that they might reside in poorly assembled pericentromeric
regions that might constitute heterochromatin, and that there might
be additional copies within the unassembled centromeric regions,
just as there are R2 elements in unassembled rDNA repeats. Geno-
mic screens for highly repetitive sequences identified only three
major classes that represent about 3% of the genome, mapping to
the centromere and telomere by chromosome in situ analyses39,45.
This 3% portion of the genome does not assemble well and could
harbour undetected transposons.

Gene content and the proteome
The gene list. Five gene lists, each produced using the version2
assembly, were combined to produce a master gene list: the Official
Gene Set (OGS). The component gene sets were from NCBI,
Ensembl, Softberry (Fgenesh), an evolutionarily conserved core
set and a set based on Drosophila orthologues (Supplementary
Information). The gene sets were merged using GLEAN, which uses
latent class analysis to estimate accuracy and error rates for each
source of gene evidence, and then uses these estimates to construct
a consensus prediction based on patterns of agreement or disagree-
ment observed between each evidence source69. The five input gene
sets and merged GLEAN set were compared to each other using
FASTA70 to assess accuracy and completeness in representing 395
protein sequences that had been manually curated but not used to
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Figure 4 | Comparison of Apis telomeres with other insects. Organization
of centromeric-proximal telomeres on the short arm of the 15 acrocentric
chromosomes in Apis is hypothetical based on FISH studies. (The blue
checked area represents the 176-bp tandem AluI repeats (see text).)
Bombyx46 and Drosophila47 telomeres are based on one or two telomeres in

each species. Regions of non-LTR retrotransposons are indicated. For the
Drosophila subtelomeric region (telomere-associated sequence repeats,
TAS), shading indicates the presence of short (50–130 bp) repeat sequence
blocks. Telomeres of A. gambiae50 and Chironomus midges51 consist of
complex tandem repeats, as indicated.

Table 2 | Mariner family transposons

Name Copy number* Consensus length (bp) Divergence from
consensus (%)

AmMar1 360 1,287 4–-5
AmMar2 100 1,284 6–-9
AmMar3 390 1,304 8–-10

AmMar4 80 1,310 3–-15{
AmMar5 70 900{ 1–-18{
AmMar6 130 600{ 14–-20

* Copy number is approximate, and for assembled genome only.
{ Several very similar copies are embedded within a longer recently duplicated sequence.
{These consensus sequences are not full-length.
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make gene predictions (a ‘gold standard’ collection of genes for
evaluating different gene lists). The GLEAN set of 10,157 genes was
superior by several measures (Supplementary Table 6) and was
deemed to be the OGS. This set is considered as the list of genes that
are based on experimental evidence. A second list of genes was con-
structed from gene predictions that were not strictly based on experi-
mental evidence, the Official ab initio Gene Set (OAIGS), and
comprised 15,500 Fgenesh gene models that did not overlap genes
in the OGS. The annotation consortium manually annotated over
3,000 gene models using standard operating procedures developed by
community members and BCM-HGSC. Most annotated gene mod-
els were from the OGS because most OAIGS models were not valid
(see below). Global comparisons to other organisms relied on the
OGS, whereas BLAST searches to identify honeybee orthologues of
known genes (and families) used both the OGS and OAIGS.
Validation with whole-genome tiling array data. A complete tran-
scription profile of the honeybee genome was analysed at high
resolution using tiling arrays (M. P. Samanta et al., personal com-
munication). Seven million 36-mer oligonucleotide probes were
selected to represent the A. mellifera genome, including all intergenic
regions, then queried with pooled honeybee messenger RNA from
multiple tissues and life stages (Supplementary Information). An
established statistical technique was applied to determine whether
an annotated gene was transcribed71 (Supplementary Information).
Sixty-seven per cent of genes in the OGS were expressed; in contrast,
only 5% of genes in the OAIGS were expressed. Similarly, less than
1% (4 out of 456) of OAIGS genes from 15 long (G1C)-rich chromo-
somal segments lacking OGS genes showed expression in another
experiment. These results provide independent empirical support
for the GLEAN-derived OGS. Transcriptional signals were also
observed in 2,774 intergenic regions. Some of these novel transcripts
are non-coding RNAs.
Validation via annotation of chromosome 15 and 16 superscaf-
folds. As another assessment of the quality of the OGS, manual
annotation was performed. Because this is a time-consuming pro-
cess, the two smallest chromosomes, chromosomes 15 and 16, were
selected and their entire superscaffolds were manually annotated by
carefully inspecting gene models from all gene prediction sets after
BLAST comparison to known protein and EST/mRNA sequences
(Supplementary Information). For chromosomes 15 and 16 respect-
ively there were 720 and 337 gene models created, with 5 and 7
tRNAs, 5 and 14 pseudogenes with multiple frameshifts, and 71
and 62 splice variants; 188 and 116 gene models of the OGS were
significantly corrected by adding/removing exons, adjusting splice
sites and merging/splitting transcripts. Only 48 and 23 new pro-
tein-coding gene models were added to the OGS (less than 1%),
including 40 and 15 that were previously supported by only
Fgenesh ab initio gene models, consistent with the tiling array ana-
lysis. Only 56 and 21 transcripts on these two chromosomes (7%)
were problematic due to assembly gaps or indels (insertions and/or
deletions) affecting open reading frames, consistent with the view
that the draft assembly is high quality in predicted genic regions. A
putative function was assigned to 639 and 254 protein-coding genes
for chromosomes 15 and 16, respectively.
MicroRNAs. Two computational surveys of the genome for miRNA-
like sequences identified 65 candidate miRNAs (Supplementary
Table 7), including orthologues of confirmed miRNAs in other
organisms, and novel miRNA candidates comprised of micro-con-
served elements. Seventeen candidates, including eight novel
miRNAs, were selected for validation by RT–PCR.

Some putative miRNAs, including novel candidates, exhibited
caste-, stage- and/or tissue-specific expression profiles, ranking
among the top 10% of all tiling array signals (D. Weaver et al.,
personal communication). For instance, two novel miRNAs
(C5599F, C689F) were more strongly expressed in queen abdomen
than in worker, are among the strongest tiling array signals, and are in
human and Drosophila genomes. C689F is also one of the eight most

abundant miRNA-like transcripts in pupae. By contrast, novel
miRNA C5560 displays differential developmental stage specificity
and is more strongly expressed in worker pupae than queen, but is
more abundant in all tissues and castes than any other putative
miRNA tested. Thus, miRNAs may have a function in developmental
regulation of social organization, and some new miRNA candidates
may have diverse roles in regulating gene expression in other organ-
isms.
Gene order in insects. As in vertebrates72, gene order in insects is
under limited selection. Less than 7% of single-copy orthologues
retain gene order in three-way genome comparisons of Apis,
Drosophila and Anopheles. This fraction is about 10% in an Apis–
Drosophila comparison, considerably lower than chicken–human
(over 85%)72 although both genome pairs diverged approximately
300 million years ago. This discrepancy can be attributed to higher
rates of genome evolution in insects (see ref. 73).

Beyond local gene arrangement, chromosome-level synteny can be
established for species as divergent as Drosophila and Anopheles74,75 as
both have five major chromosomal elements. However, only a few
correspondences can be established between the 16 Apis chromo-
somes and Drosophila and Anopheles chromosomes. There are
significantly more orthologues shared between Drosophila chromo-
somal arm 3R and Apis groups 5 and 15 as well as Drosophila
chromosomal arm 2L and Apis group 4, pointing to a common
origin76, whereas no other chromosome regions between Apis and
Drosophila show statistically significant enrichments of shared
orthologues.
Orthology and rate of honeybee evolution. Single-copy orthologues
conserved among many species are well suited for measuring differ-
ences in genome evolutionary rates. All genes were classified based on
their homology to genes in other completely sequenced organisms,
using only three vertebrates (human (Homo sapiens), chicken (Gallus
gallus) and fish (Tetraodon nigroviridis)) in order to obtain a rela-
tively balanced data set in terms of species divergence (Fig. 5 and
Supplementary Tables 8–10). To characterize the conserved core of
honeybee genes and estimate evolutionary rates from it, we identified
single-copy orthologues likely to be present in all metazoans. In the
OGS, approximately 30% fall into this category (for exact definitions,
see Fig. 5). For the remainder (70%) of the predicted honeybee genes,
orthologous relationships are more complex, involving many-to-
many orthologues and nonuniformly occurring (patchy) ortholo-
gues, or not detectable. These genes are indicative of functional dif-
ferences at various levels. For example, there are 1,052 honeybee
genes with orthologues that are unique to the three insects considered
(that is, they probably encode insect-specific phenotypes). This set
compares to 3,816 human genes with orthologues only in the three
vertebrates (see striped boxes in Fig. 5), suggesting a more complex
gene pool coding for vertebrate-specific features.

Comparison of the 2,404 single-copy orthologues present in
exactly one copy in each of the insects and in human revealed that
the mean sequence identity between honeybee and human is consid-
erably higher than that of fly and human (47.5% versus 44.5%, with
t-test significance of 10211, see Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 6) and
also higher than between mosquito and human (46.6%). This indi-
cates a considerably faster evolutionary rate in the fly lineage and
points to the honeybee as the slowest evolving insect sequenced so
far. Two other independent measures confirmed this observation, as
various genome-based rate measures tend to give similar results73.
Patchy orthologous groups, defined as having at least one member
lost in both insects and vertebrates (Fig. 5), contain non-essential
genes that are relatively easy to lose during evolution. The high frac-
tion of retained genes within this category in the honeybee shows that
it lost fewer genes than either one of the Diptera species (Fig. 6; the
higher number of losses in mosquito compared to fly might be due to
lower quality of mosquito annotation). When comparing the frac-
tion of conserved intron positions (Fig. 6) between insect genes and
vertebrate orthologues, a massive loss of introns in Diptera becomes
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apparent whereas the honeybee has kept almost 80% of the identifi-
able ancient introns since divergence from vertebrate ancestors. The
higher number of introns in the honeybee (see Supplementary Table
11 and Supplementary Fig. 7 for more data on six genomes) also
supports the conclusion that the honeybee is slower diverging and
less derived than the other insects—fly and mosquito. This obser-
vation is reflected in other orthologue categories in Fig. 5. For
example, the honeybee has fewer many-to-many orthologues than
fly and mosquito, indicating slower evolution (but this might be
partially due to a more stringent honeybee gene prediction). Taken
together, analysis of honeybee orthologues is in accordance with a
recent finding that early metazoans had many, intron-rich genes77

that have been subsequently lost and/or simplified (in terms of intron
numbers) in fast evolving lineages such as insects, wherein the hon-
eybee seems to be less reductive than the two Diptera species—fly and
mosquito.

There are several clear indications of honeybee-specific duplica-
tions implying unique functions. A striking example is farnesyl

pyrophosphate synthase (FBgn0025373), known to be involved in
lipid metabolism in fly, which occurs as a single copy in all other
sequenced insects whereas there are seven copies in the honeybee.
When strictly requiring single-copy orthologues in all five other
metazoan genomes analysed, we find 60 genes that have been dupli-
cated only in the honeybee (Supplementary Table 12). The fixation of
these duplicates of otherwise single-copy orthologues is rare and has
been shown to be associated with the emergence of species-specific
functions78. Some of these may be relevant to the solitary versus social
lifestyle differences between these insect groups.

In addition to the presence and absence of genes and gene families,
the expansion and reduction of the latter indicates, at a global level,
change of functionality. By ranking the most extreme differences
between honeybee and fly in terms of domain family occurrences
(Supplementary Table 13), the major contributors to phenotypic
change become visible (Fig. 7). The most extreme cases in honeybee
include expanded families of odorant receptors and the major royal
jelly proteins, which are important in caste differentiation, as dis-
cussed below.
Apis genes shared with deuterostomes but missing from Droso-
phila. The D. melanogaster genome sequence revealed the absence of
many genes and pathways that are present in other animals such as
mammals and nematodes, and sometimes yeast20. Comparison with
the Anopheles genome showed that some of these genes are present in
other insects and hence must have been lost from the Drosophila
lineage75. Automated comparisons with the OGS suggest 762 pro-
teins that honeybees share with at least one deuterostome but which
appear to be missing from Drosophila. A similar number are missing
from Anopheles, but about 300 proteins in Apis are missing from both
of these dipterans. They were presumably lost early in dipteran evolu-
tion or sometime between the divergence of Hymenoptera from the
lineage that led to Diptera. These candidate losses of otherwise wide-
spread and conserved animal genes from the Drosophila and more
broadly fly lineages provide opportunities for many studies. Two
of these have been published: the Mahya protein expressed in the
mushroom bodies and other brain regions implicated in memory
and learning79, and pteropsin, a non-visual vertebrate-like opsin
expressed deep in honeybee brains and possibly involved in linking
the circadian clock to daylight80,81. Other examples, such as telomer-
ase, Dnmt1, Dnmt3 and SID-1 are discussed below.
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Figure 5 | Orthology assignment in insects and vertebrates. At the
extremes, genes might be part of the metazoan core proteome (darkest band,
bottom) or unique to a species with currently no counterpart in other
organisms (white band, top). The striped boxes indicate insect- and
vertebrate-specific genes and show that there are far fewer in insects. ‘1:1:1’
indicates universal single-copy genes, but absence or duplication in a single
genome is tolerated as we cannot exclude incomplete genomes or very recent
duplications. This explains uneven numbers between species of these very
conserved metazoan core genes. ‘X:X:X’ indicates any other orthologous
group (miss in one species allowed), with X meaning one or more
orthologues per species. ‘Patchy’ indicates other orthologues that are
present in at least one insect and one vertebrate genome. ‘Homology’
indicates partial homology detected with E , 1026 but no orthology
classified.
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Functional categories

Using the orthologue set described above, the honeybee genome was
compared with other genomes, in particular with the well-annotated,
finished Drosophila and human genomes to identify protein and
domain families for which gene number was different. An important
theme in this analysis was relating such differences to the social life-
style of the honeybee. Table 3 gives some examples of obvious
changes whereas Table 4 focuses specifically on neurobiology and
behaviour, as discussed below. There also are many examples in
which there are subtle changes in the honeybee genome, and some
examples including venom components, heat shock proteins, func-
tions for nectar and pollen utilization, and antioxidant systems are
presented in the Supplementary Information.

Development
Signalling pathways. A small number of highly conserved cell sig-
nalling pathways—Wnt, hedgehog (Hh), transforming growth fac-
tor-b (TGF-b), receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK), Notch, Janus kinase
(JAK)/signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT), and
nuclear hormone—are responsible for most developmental cell–cell
interactions in metazoans82. In honeybees, like most metazoans, the
genes encoding components of these pathways are conserved; how-
ever, the components of some more unusual cell signalling systems,
those that specify the early axes in Drosophila, are missing from the
honeybee genome83. Of the genes that specify terminal embryo fate,
trunk and torso are absent from the honeybee, implying that terminal
patterning occurs through a different pathway from that of
Drosophila and Tribolium castaneum. The gene gurken, a component

of the Drosophila dorso-ventral signalling system, is also missing
from the honeybee genome.

This absence of early-acting, axis-specifying genes extends to those
that are not involved in cell signalling. Both bicoid, an anterior spe-
cifying gene, and oskar are missing from the honeybee, Tribolium
and Bombyx mori genomes84. Orthodenticle and hunchback genes,
which replace bicoid in Tribolium, are present in the honeybee.
Oskar acts as a pole plasm anchor in Drosophila85, and pole plasm
is absent from Tribolium86, Bombyx87 and the honeybee88.

The absence of some of the earliest acting factors in these pathways
is consistent with the hypotheses of refs 89 and 90, which postulate
that the initial steps in a developmental cascade are likely to have
evolved most recently. It will be important to study how each signal-
ling/patterning system works in the honeybee without these key fac-
tors, and whether their activity has been replaced by other, unknown,
rapidly evolving genes.
Homeobox genes. Ninety-six homeobox domains were found in 74
genes, either alone or in combination with PAX, POU, LIM and other
domains (Supplementary Table 14), similar to Drosophila20. The
HOX cluster genes are in one cluster on chromosome 16 and the
genes are transcribed from the same strand83. This is one of the rare
syntenic blocks found in the honeybee and fly genomes.
Sex determination, lack of dosage compensation and male meiosis.
The honeybee shows genomic similarities to Drosophila for sex deter-
mination despite marked differences in this process (Fig. 8)83. Males
receive a random half of the mother’s genome under a haplodiploid
mode of reproduction; there are no gender-specific chromosomes.
Sex in the honeybee is determined by the allelic composition of a
single locus called complementary sex determiner (csd, Fig. 8).
Despite the lack of sex chromosomes, honeybees have putative ortho-
logues of some of the genes in Drosophila—run, sc and dpn91—
although these are not involved in sex determination in the honeybee
and their function is unknown. Most genes downstream in the path-
way have orthologues but there is no honeybee emc homologue. In
the fly cascade, tra, which controls somatic sex differentiation, has
no orthologue in the honeybee, but the honeybee’s initial sex deter-
mination signal csd is thought to be a functional equivalent of tra19.
Orthologues of dsx and ix are found in the honeybee genome.
Honeybee dsx is sex-specifically spliced19, consistent with a conserved
sex-determining function in both flies and honeybees. These diver-
gent pathways functionally converge at the dsx gene.

Despite the lack of X-specific dosage compensation, the honeybee
has orthologues of mle, mof, msl-3 and Trl, which control dosage
compensation in Drosophila. It is possible that these genes have addi-
tional functions in the honeybee. No potential orthologues of msl-1,
msl-2, roX1 or roX2 were identified in the honeybee genome.

Because male honeybees are haploid they lack meiosis. Gene
Ontology (GO) analysis identified seven genes in D. melanogaster
that are involved in male but not female meiosis. Only three of these
genes have orthologues in the honeybee (bol, crl, topi). Seven genes
specifically involved in female meiosis in Drosophila subjected to the
same analysis showed only four with orthologues in the honeybee,
possibly indicating that several genes involved in the process of mei-
osis are fast evolving. Most genes of the fly’s sex determination path-
way are conserved in the honeybee despite the marked differences in
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Table 3 | Gene family size differences with possible effects on honeybee lifestyle

Family Function Family compared with Drosophila Possible lifestyle effects

Major royal jelly Brood feeding Larger Brood care; caste development92

Insulin/insulin-like growth factors Ageing, fertility, many others Variable for different subfamilies Unique reversal of typical lifespan/fertility trade off
Cuticular proteins Cuticle stability Smaller Protected hive environment allows simpler cuticle
Odorant receptors Olfaction Larger Enhanced pheromone communication; odour-based

kin recognition; generalist flower feeder
Gustatory receptors Gustation Smaller Brood feeding; mutualistic flower feeder reduces

threat of toxic food
Immunity Infectious disease protection Smaller Paradox: high pathogen load due to sociality
Detoxification genes Defence against xenobiotics Smaller Managed environment; specialized lifestyle
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sexual regulation. It is of interest to understand whether the evolu-
tionary conservation of the genes results from functions other than
sex determination that are shared among the honeybee and the fly.
This will further support the notion that the early-acting factors of
the pathway have been recruited more recently to the sex-determin-
ing function and dosage compensation89,90.

Caste, reproduction and ageing
Brood feeding. Royal jelly, produced by exocrine glands in the head
of adult worker bees, is an important component of the food used in
cooperative brood care, and a key factor in caste differentiation3. The
genes encoding the major royal jelly proteins (MRJP) provide one of
the best examples of a gene family gaining new functions during the
evolution of sociality92. The MRJP family in honeybees is encoded
by nine genes arranged in a 65-kb tandem array. The MRJP protein
family seems to have evolved from a single progenitor gene that
encodes a member of the ancient yellow protein family. Five genes
encoding yellow-family proteins flank the genomic region containing
the genes encoding MRJPs93.
Caste development. Previous studies identified ESTs representing
genes differentially regulated during caste differentiation94–97.
Improved genome-based annotation of these ESTs and GO analysis
of their Drosophila orthologues has led to new insights into caste
determination.

Genes associated with metabolic regulation are prominent in
the EST sets related to caste, corroborating earlier suggestions that
changes in metabolism are particularly important in caste determi-
nation94–97. For example, queens and workers show different gene
expression patterns for oxidoreductases (overexpressed in queen lar-
vae) and hydrolases (overexpressed in worker larvae). In addition,
genes overexpressed during worker development are better defined
in terms of GO categories than are genes that are overexpressed
during queen development (without GO attributes are 0 out of 17
worker overexpressed genes, in contrast to 9 out of 34 genes over-
expressed in queens). Even considering the limits in transferring GO
terms from Drosophila to honeybee, this finding suggests that the
evolution of sterility in the worker caste will ultimately be explainable

in terms of known molecular processes. The results also suggest that it
may be possible to gain insights from gene expression analyses of
caste development in a highly eusocial species into basic questions
in socioevolution, namely, what was gained by splitting functions
normally performed by a solitary hymenopteran female into two or
more castes, and how was this split integrated into post-embryonic
differentiation to generate truly alternative phenotypes98.
Insulin/insulin-like growth factor signalling. Insulin/insulin-like
growth factor signalling pathways are well-conserved integrative
pathways regulating ageing, energy metabolism, fertility and other
important biological processes. In Caenorhabditis elegans, 37 genes
encoding putative insulin-like ligands have been identified, whereas 7
have been identified in D. melanogaster. However, both C. elegans
and D. melanogaster have a single insulin/IGF-1 receptor orthologue.

There are some notable differences between honeybees and
C. elegans/D. melanogaster for components of insulin/insulin-like
growth factor signalling pathways. Honeybees have only two genes
encoding insulin-like peptides (ligands) (AmILP-1 and AmILP-2)
and two putative insulin/IGF-1 receptors (AmInR-1 and AmInR-
2). Honeybees have four orthologues of C. elegans daf-16 (regulator
of longevity) compared with one in Drosophila (dFOXO). These
differences in ligand/receptor stoichiometry suggest that honeybees
may have evolved a different regulation of this complex pathway.
Perhaps these differences also relate to their striking reversal in the
traditional relationship between fertility and lifespan. In most organ-
isms, high fertility is achieved at the expense of longevity, whereas in
honeybees and other social insects, this relationship is converted into
a positive one: queens are both highly fecund and long lived. Recently
discovered connections between insulin signalling and the classical
insect hormones99,100 might provide a link between differential
expression of metabolism-related genes in caste development, local
patterning in morphogenetic fields and endocrine signals driving
metamorphosis. Results from the genome project will increase the
effectiveness of the honeybee as a model to examine how the insulin/
insulin-like growth factor signalling pathway could have been modi-
fied to extend lifespan without negatively affecting reproductive
capabilities.

Table 4 | Examples of genomic changes with possible impact on brain and behaviour

Drosophila gene(s) Family Function Reference Novel feature in Apis

Vision
ninaG Glucose-methanol-choline

oxidoreductases
Involved in biosynthesis of

3-hydroxyretinal
164–-166 Two putative ninaG-like genes; different

chromophore (11-cis-retinal)
InR Receptor protein tyrosine

kinase
Insulin receptor, photoreceptor-cell (R-

cell) axon guidance
167 Gene duplication

norpA Phospholipase C Phototransduction cascade For example, 168 Gene duplication
Rh1 (ninaE) to Rh7 Rhodopsins Photoreception For example, 169 Four visual opsins in honeybee versus seven in

fly plus one vertebrate-like non-visual opsin;
different chromophore

PNR Photoreceptor-cell-specific
nuclear receptor

Differentiation of the visual system 81, 148 Three PNRs in honeybee versus two in
Drosophila

Boss G-protein-coupled receptor
(mGluR-like)

R7 photoreceptor differentiation; ligand of
sevenless

170, 171 boss missing but sevenless present; nine
photoreceptor cells versus eight in Drosophila

Thermoregulation
TrpA1, pain (painless),
pyx (pyrexia)

TRPA subfamily of transient
receptor potential channels

Thermal sensing 172–-174 Missing Drosophila TrpA1, but has two extra
TRPA channels (GB14005 and GB16385)

Mechanotransduction
Nach, rpk, ppk Degenerins/epithelial sodium

channels
Mechanotransduction (for example,

touch, hearing, nociception)
175 Only 8 degenerins compared with 22 in

Drosophila
Learning and memory

nAcR Ligand-gated ion channels Learning and memory processes 103 Eleven nAcR subunits in honeybee instead of
ten in Drosophila

Nmdar Ligand-gated ion channels Learning and memory processes 176, 177 Three NMDA receptor subtypes in honeybee
instead of two in Drosophila

Eaat Excitatory amino acid
transporters

Glutamate uptake 178 Five EAATs in honeybee, two in Drosophila

Circadian rhythms
tim1 (timeless) Timeless/ Timeout Circadian clock: component of a feedback

loop, light resetting
80 Lost from honeybee

dCry (cryptochrome) DNA photolyase/
Cryptochrome

Circadian clock: blue-light photoreceptor 80, 179 Lost from honeybee
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Cuticular and peritrophic membrane proteins. Cuticle consists
primarily of chitin and its associated proteins. The most abundant
class of cuticular proteins has an extended R&R consensus
(pfam00379) that binds to chitin101. The 28 R&R proteins identified
in Apis are less than one-third of the number of genes for putative
cuticular proteins with that domain found in Drosophila or
Anopheles. One possibility is that a less complex cuticle structure
allowed by the protected hive environment accounts for the reduced
number of genes. This speculation is supported by a comparison of
another chitinous structure, the peritrophic membrane of the midgut
that has proteins with chitin binding domains (CBD)102. The Apis
genome has nine peritrophic membrane proteins with CBDs, a num-
ber comparable to those in other insect genomes; some have multiple
CBDs.
Telomerase. Organismal ageing is also frequently attributed to a
decline in telomerase activity. The presence of the canonical insect
telomeric TTAGG repeat at the ends of both kinds of telomeres
(distal and proximal) implies that, unlike dipterans, honeybees have
telomerase. Using the human telomerase reverse transcriptase
(TERT) sequence as a query sequence, we identified a candidate gene
with 23% amino acid identity to human TERT44. The whole-genome

tiling array (above) and quantitative RT–PCR analysis (M. Corona,
H. M. Robertson and G. E. Robinson, personal communication)
confirm the expression of telomerase in honeybees. Identification
of the honeybee distal telomeres and telomerase will allow study of
the possible involvement of telomere length and telomerase activity
in the extreme ageing differences of worker, drone and queen
honeybees.
Brain and behaviour. Honeybees display a rich behavioural rep-
ertoire and have long been recognized as a model system for the study
of social interactions. A set of candidate honeybee genes for beha-
viours representing diverse signalling pathways has already been
identified by a number of laboratories12. Here we explore differences
in the diversity of various pathways and gene families previously
implicated in brain function and behaviour, and how these might
relate to honeybee behaviour (Table 4).
Ion channels, neurotransmitters and other signalling molecules.
Similar to the genome of Drosophila, the A. mellifera genome encodes
a conserved set of pore-forming voltage-gated ion channels, but is
missing most of the auxiliary subunits found in vertebrates. In con-
trast to the ,50 two-pore (TWIK) potassium channels present in
C. elegans, the A. mellifera genome encodes only ten. A similar con-
traction of channel number occurs in the degenerin/amiloride-sens-
itive sodium channel family, where A. mellifera has only 8 genes
compared to 24 in Drosophila. The classes and numbers of ligand-
gated ion channels are largely similar between Drosophila and
A. mellifera (Supplementary Fig. 8), with the interesting exceptions
that the A. mellifera genome encodes three N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptor subtypes, instead of two, and five glutamate excit-
atory transporters, instead of two. The honeybee also has one extra
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAcR) subunit103. A reduction of
genes also holds true for regulatory and catalytic protein kinase A
subunits. Moreover, one gene comprises the CREB/CREM family of
transcription factors in the honeybee and Drosophila, whereas three
genes were found in vertebrates104.

Neuropeptides modulate the behaviour and affect the activity of
almost every neuronal circuit. Thirty-six brain peptide genes in Apis
encode prohormones that are processed into an estimated 200 neu-
ropeptides105, a number similar to that reported from Drosophila and
Anopheles106–108. However, nine unique neuropeptide genes that do
not fit within known neuropeptide families have been found in the
honeybee genome. In addition to the neuropeptide genes themselves,
37 neuropeptide and protein hormone G-protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs) have been annotated (48 in Drosophila). Furthermore, 19
biogenic amine receptors have been found (21 in Drosophila), bring-
ing the total number of honeybee neurohormone GPCRs to 56. The
probable ligands for 39 of them have been identified109.

Apis, like Drosophila, lacks brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) signalling machinery, which is well conserved in vertebrates.
However, the honeybee has all the components of the agrin synapse
formation pathway, several of which, including agrin itself, are miss-
ing in flies. The core synaptic vesicle trafficking machinery is largely
conserved between the currently sequenced invertebrate genomes,
although the honeybee synaptotagmin family is more similar to mice
and humans than Drosophila or Anopheles.
Chemoreceptors. In the honeybee genome there is a remarkable
expansion of the insect odorant receptor family relative to D. mela-
nogaster (62 odorant receptors from 60 genes)110–112 and A. gambiae
(79 odorant receptors)113. A total of 170 odorant receptor genes were
manually annotated, of which 7 are pseudogenes114 (this is twice the
number of seven transmembrane odorant receptors in Fig. 7 because
the automated annotations concatenated many tandemly arrayed
genes). These constitute five honeybee-specific subfamily lineages
in an insect odorant receptor family tree, and one of these lineages
is hugely expanded with 157 genes encoding 15–99% amino acid
identity. One-hundred and forty-two of these odorant receptor genes
are in 14 tandem arrays of two or more genes distributed throughout
the genome, including one of 60 genes, reflecting likely expansion by
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unequal crossing over. This huge odorant receptor family expansion
presumably mediates the honeybee’s remarkable range of odorant
capabilities, including perception of several pheromone blends,
subtle kin recognition signals, and diverse floral odours. It is notable
that this large number of odorant receptor genes corresponds well
with the estimated number of 160–170 glomeruli in the honeybee
antennal lobe115, consistent with the central model of insect olfaction,
which holds that each olfactory receptor neuron expresses one112 or at
most two116 odorant receptors. All olfactory receptor neurons expres-
sing the same odorant receptors then converge on a single glomerulus
per antennal lobe, allowing for an odour map of patterns of olfactory
receptor neuron stimulation115.

The odorant receptor family is but one highly expanded lineage of
a superfamily of several distantly related lineages of chemorecep-
tors111, most of which are implicated in gustatory function and there-
fore are called gustatory receptors117, although some might have
olfactory functions116. In contrast to the D. melanogaster repertoire
of 68 gustatory receptors encoded by 60 genes111 and the A. gambiae
repertoire of 76 gustatory receptors encoded by 52 genes113, the hon-
eybee gustatory receptor repertoire consists of just 10 unclustered
gustatory receptors representing 7 divergent lineages114. The honey-
bee might have lost one or two ancient gustatory receptor lineages,
but the difference is largely the result of differential expansion of
subfamilies in the two flies and lack of any gustatory receptor sub-
family expansion in the honeybee. The limited gustatory receptor
repertoire perhaps reflects the provisioning of larval bees by adults
and their reduced need to avoid toxic chemicals in their food—the
relationship between honeybee and flower is mutualistic. Honeybees
also antennate each other and other objects, and are perhaps using
some odorant receptors as gustatory receptors.

Odorant binding proteins are a third major component of the
insect chemosensory system, with the potential to influence chemo-
sensation118. The honeybee genome encodes 21 odorant binding pro-
teins, less than half the number of either dipteran, with 51 in
Drosophila and 70 in Anopheles119. If odorant binding proteins func-
tion in a combinatorial fashion with the receptors, this relatively
limited repertoire might restrict the range of honeybee olfaction;
however, the roles of odorant binding proteins beyond transport of
hydrophobic molecules in insect chemosensation remain unclear
and many are not expressed in chemosensory organs.
Circadian rhythms. The honeybee orthologues of the clock proteins
cryptochrome (Cry), timeless (Tim), clock (Clk) and cycle (Cyc),
which are mostly associated with the ‘negative feedback’ loop of
the clock, are more similar to mammals than Drosophila80. For
example, the honeybee genome does not contain orthologues to
dCry (Drosophila-type Cry) and timeless1 (tim1), genes that are essen-
tial for clock function in the central pacemaker of Drosophila, but
does have orthologues to genes encoding the mammalian-type para-
logues mCry (mammalian-type Cry) and timeout (Tim2), which are
thought to have different clock function120. The temporal brain
expression pattern of AmCyc, AmClk, AmCry and AmTim2 is more
similar to mammals than to Drosophila, suggesting that they behave
like their mammalian orthologues. Additional analysis suggests
greater Apis–Drosophila similarities in the ‘positive feedback loop’
of the clock. The honeybee genome encodes highly conserved ortho-
logues to Vrille (Vri) and PAR domain protein 1 (Pdp1), two basic
zipper transcription factors that are implicated in the regulation of
Clk expression in Drosophila, with the highest similarity (.94%
identity, 100% similarity) in the DNA binding domain. On the other
hand, the honeybee genome does not encode true orthologues to the
orphan nuclear receptors Rev-Erb (a and b; nuclear receptor sub-
family 1, group D members 1 and 2; NR1D1 and NR1D2, respect-
ively) and ROR (a, b, c; nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group F,
members 1–3; NR1F1–3, respectively), which are thought to orches-
trate the expression of Bmal1 (the vertebrate orthologue of cycle) in
the mammalian clock121. Although the honeybee genome encodes
related nuclear receptors (GB11364-PA, related to Ecdysone-induced

protein 75B, a NR1D3 protein, and GB10650-PA, similar to
Hormone receptor like 45, a NR1F4 protein), we found PAR family
consensus elements (putative binding sites for Vri and Pdp1) but no
RORE response elements (putative binding sites for ROR and Rev-
Erb proteins) in the 3 kb upstream of the start codon of either AmClk
or AmCyc. Phylogenetic analyses show that the basal animal lineage
had both the mammalian and Drosophila types of Cry and Tim80

(Supplementary Fig. 9). Thus, Drosophila diverged by specializing
on using one set of orthologues and by losing mCry; honeybees
converged with mammals by losing these orthologues and special-
izing on the other set. These analyses of the honeybee genome
sequence uncover previously unknown diversity in animal clocks,
challenge the distinction commonly made between the clocks of
insects and vertebrates, and raise critical questions concerning the
evolution and function of clock genes.
Immunity and disease resistance. Honeybees live in highly crowded
nests, providing favourable demographic conditions for infectious
diseases. Honeybee pathogens are well known122 and include viral,
bacterial, fungal and protist pathogens, along with other parasites123.
Protection from infectious disease includes social defences such as
grooming and other hygienic behaviours, individual chambers for
raising young, and a workforce that defends the nest against many
potential vectors of disease. Individual honeybees are also defended
by morphological barriers and immune defences.

Curiously, given the predicted disease pressures in honeybee col-
onies, the honeybee genome encodes fewer proteins implicated in
insect immune pathways when compared to other insect genomes.
Although the Toll, Imd and JAK/STAT pathways seem to be intact,
paralogue counts for gene families implicated in these pathways are
reduced by two-thirds124. This reduction spans every step in the
immune response from pathogen recognition to immune effectors,
and implies a reduced flexibility in the abilities of honeybees to
recognize and resist pathogens. The results suggest that honeybees
use novel immune pathways, are poorly defended against pathogens
at the individual level, and/or have immune systems that are nar-
rowly focused on a relatively small group of coevolved pathogens.

Gene-expression and RNAi studies have begun to elucidate roles
for several candidate immune genes in response to microbial infec-
tion125,126. Coupling these studies with efforts to understand patho-
gen gene expression127,128 and invasion mechanisms129, and with the
long-standing search for the impacts of genotypic and environmental
variance on disease resistance73,75, will cement the honeybee as an
essential model for the study of immunity and disease in social
insects.
Anti-xenobiotic defence mechanisms. Honeybees are vulnerable
to insecticides and have suffered major population losses in some
regions of the world. Contact pesticides affect the worker bees
whereas residual pesticides accumulate in lipophilic substances such
as wax or pollen lipids130 and impact on the developing brood and
queen fecundity. Wax acts as a pesticide sink131 and pesticide residues
incorporated into wax may migrate to honey132. Sub-lethal effects of
pesticides affect honeybee initial learning and conditioned odour
responses, traits directly linked to foraging.

It seems that the size of the major detoxifying gene families is
smaller in the honeybee, making the species unusually sensitive to
certain pesticides133–136. Compared with Anopheles and Drosophila137,
the honeybee has 30–50% fewer genes encoding the carboxylesterase
(CCE), cytochrome P450 (P450) and glutathione S-transferase
(GST) enzymes that are principally responsible for the metabolism
of pesticides and in which the great majority of metabolic resistance
mutations have been found in other species of invertebrates138. The
greatest difference is seen in the GSTs, the family most strongly
associated with detoxifying functions. Two clades of GSTs containing
all known insecticide-resistance-related GSTs in other insects, and
comprising over 20 members in D. melanogaster and A. gambiae,
consist of a single member in the honeybee. Similarly, the honeybee
genome has just half the number of P450 genes and contains less than
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20% of genes of the CYP4 clade (21 in Drosophila, 4 in the honeybee),
which is strongly associated with pyrethroid resistance in other
species.

Conversely, there is usually the same number of genes, and in some
cases significantly more, in clades within the CCE, P450 and GST
families that are not involved in detoxification. The marked variation
in relative abundance argues strongly against explanations for
changes in gene number in honeybee based on genome-wide factors
like its haplodiploid genetic system and the associated exposure to
selection in the haploid caste.

Gene regulation
DNA methylation. DNA methylation systems are well characterized
in vertebrates139. By contrast, methylation in D. melanogaster and
other invertebrates remains controversial140. Evidence for DNA
methylation has been demonstrated in several different orders of
insects, but these results are interpreted cautiously because no cata-
lytically active deoxycytosine methyltransferase has yet been iden-
tified and characterized in any invertebrate. The honeybee genome
contains genes that encode orthologues of all vertebrate proteins
required for DNA methylation140. In addition to Dnmt2 (also found
in Diptera), three CpG-specific DNMT family genes were identified:
two Dnmt1 genes and one Dnmt3a/b gene. A single putative methyl-
DNA-binding-domain-containing gene with two splicing variants
was also identified. The DNMT genes are expressed and are active
in vitro. Moreover, the honeybee methylation system is functional in
vivo, as shown by genomic 5-methyl deoxycytosine in honeybee DNA
and several specific CpG methylated endogenous gene sequences140.
RNA interference. The honeybee genome harbours only a single
homologue of sid-1, a gene essential for systemic RNAi141, whereas
multiple copies of this gene occur in the moth and draft Tribolium
castaneum genomes84. The honeybee SID-1 homologue clusters with
one of three beetle and two of three moth SID homologues (Fig. 9), as
well as two vertebrate paralogues, one of which was lost in fish but
preserved in birds and mammals.

This disparity in SID-1-like gene number may relate to honeybee
RNAi efficacy. RNAi in honeybees was first demonstrated by embryo
injection of double-stranded RNAs142, and later experiments showed
that, as in other invertebrates, injection of double-stranded RNA
can reduce target gene expression away from the site of injection143.
However, the molecular details of honeybee gene silencing have not

been clearly elucidated144, and little is known about the role of SID-1
proteins in insect systemic RNAi .

The honeybee genome also encodes many other proteins similar to
the core RNAi machinery of other species, including two Dicer (Dcr)
enzymes, a Drosha homologue and other RISC components, like
argonaute 1 and 2, as well as a full suite of double-stranded RNA
binding proteins—R2D2, Pasha and Loquacious—all of which
have yet to be confirmed as components of the RNAi pathway in
honeybees.
Nuclear receptor transcription factors. The set of 22 nuclear recep-
tors encoded by the Apis genome is a nearly perfect match to the
Drosophila set, a strong reminder of the centrality of these transcrip-
tion factors in the regulation of insect embryonic development and
metamorphosis145. The single novelty uncovered in Apis nuclear
receptors is subtle: the presence in Apis of a third gene homologous
to vertebrate photoreceptor-cell-specific nuclear receptor (PNR),
represented in Drosophila by DHR51 and DHR83 (ref. 146). If, as
predicted on the basis of studies of human PNR mutations, Apis
PNR-like is involved in the differentiation of the visual system147,148,
this additional gene may reflect a key aspect of the honeybee’s beha-
vioural ecology: reliance on vision for navigation. This finding is
consistent with an apparent overall increase (relative to Drosophila)
in the number of genes putatively involved in photoreception81.
cis-Regulation of behavioural development. Adult worker honey-
bees typically shift from working in the hive to foraging for nectar and
pollen outside the hive when they are 2–3 weeks of age, but the age at
which this transition is made depends on the needs of the colony,
which are communicated among honeybees via pheromones12. To
begin to study the cis-regulatory code associated with this form of
social regulation, the genome sequence was scanned149 for regulatory
motifs in the promoter regions of genes expressed in the brain that
are related to socially regulated behaviour development and iden-
tified via microarray analysis150,151.

Results of statistical analyses (see Supplementary Information)
indicate that the transcriptional regulatory pathway for social beha-
viour in honeybees shares several commonalities with the pathway
for development in Drosophila. Gene expression was significantly
associated with binding sites for the transcription factors Hairy,
GAGA, Adf1, CF1, Snail and Dri. Promoter sequence patterns
predicted brain expression for as many as 71% of certain types of
behaviour-related genes, even though less than 15% of all transcrip-
tion factors known from Drosophila were studied. Social regulation
of gene expression is a potent influence on behaviour in animals
and humans12, and these results will help to elucidate underlying
mechanisms.

Bee phylogeny and population genetics

Information from the honeybee genome is providing new insights
into the origins of honeybees and their spread throughout the world.
Ordinal relationships of the higher insects have been re-examined
using concatenated sequences from 185 (ref. 152) and 1,150 (ref. 76)
protein-coding genes. These new phylogenies support the hypothesis
that the order Hymenoptera (ants, bees and wasps) is derived from an
early branch in the holometabolous insects, which challenges the
current view that the lineage leading to Hymenoptera diverged after
the evolution of beetles (Coleoptera) (Fig. 1). Phylogenetic analysis
of all bee families using sequences derived from the Honey Bee
Genome Project supports a hypothesis that the Apidae branched
off earlier in the phylogeny of bees than previously recognized153.
This, combined with the fact that the oldest fossil bee (Cretotrigona
prisca) is a corbiculate apid, supports the view that honeybees and
their relatives are the oldest lineage of eusocial bees. Other eusocial
bee lineages (Halictidae and Allodapini) evolved eusociality later
than honeybees154.

The honeybee genome sequence was used as the basis for the
development of a large set of SNPs. These have been used to generate
a view of the relationships among A. mellifera subspecies of
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unprecedented detail. In the following sections we summarize the
SNP resource, present an initial view of the relationships among A.
mellifera subspecies, and summarize key findings30 on historical pat-
terns of migration, differentiation and introgression of honeybees in
both the Old and New World to help define the origins of domes-
ticated honeybees and their resultant worldwide diaspora. The SNP
set will also be essential for marker-assisted and positional cloning of
genes that underlie important behavioural, social and economically
relevant traits.
SNP resources. Candidate SNPs were identified from two sources:
(1) alignment of 2,483 genome traces from Africanized honeybees to
the assembled genome sequence (European-derived); and (2) align-
ment of ,75,000 ESTs derived from genetically variable European
honeybees. Using a bayesian method155, 3,594 and 1,950 base-substi-
tution SNPs from each source (respectively) showed a high probabil-
ity (P . 0.99) of being true polymorphisms. An initial honeybee SNP
panel was generated from 1,536 putative SNPs, of which 1,136 were
validated (see Supplementary Information). These SNPs were geno-
typed in 328 A. mellifera (from native and introduced populations)
and 13 individuals from three related species: Apis cerana, Apis dor-
sata and Apis florea. Details of these methods are presented in
Supplementary Information. Results are summarized in the follow-
ing section and described in more detail elsewhere30.
Biogeography and phylogeny of native and Africanized honeybees.
Analyses of SNP genotypes in ten subspecies (Fig. 10) revealed four
non-overlapping clusters of A. mellifera subspecies analogous with
four evolutionary lineages (called M, C, O and A) defined by mor-
phometric characters28,156 and consistent with mitochondrial DNA
analysis157 (where C and O lineages, as defined here and in ref. 28,
correspond to the ‘C’ mitochondrial type). Surprisingly, within A.
mellifera, north and west European honeybees (M) were more similar
to African (A) than to the geographically proximal east European
honeybees (C) (Fig. 10). Phylogenetic analysis using outgroup geno-
types from A. cerana, A. dorsata and A. florea suggested that extant A.
mellifera subspecies originated in Africa30, consistent with specu-
lation of an origin in tropical or subtropical Africa by ref. 2 but
contrary to current hypotheses of an origin for A. mellifera in western
Asia156 (based primarily on the occurrence of approximately ten allo-
patric species in eastern Asia). Taken together, these data support a
hypothesis involving an African origin for A. mellifera and at least two
separate migrations into Eurasia: a migration into Europe via the
Iberian Peninsula, which has since expanded into central Europe

and Russia (M group), and one (or more) migrations into Asia
and east Europe south of the Alps (O and C groups, respectively).

Africanization in the New World has involved the near-replace-
ment of the ‘European’ honeybee by descendents of A. m. scutellata.
Analysis of SNP genotypes in New World bees30 revealed several key
findings. First, pre-existing ‘European’ populations showed evidence
of extensive admixture between C, M and O groups (consistent
with known introductions from at least nine subspecies158).
Second, although African alleles were dominant in populations after
Africanization, all Africanized individuals showed evidence of
introgression between A. m. scutellata and pre-existing populations.
Third, replacement of European- by African-derived alleles was ori-
gin-dependent: pre-existing C group alleles were replaced but M
group alleles were not. The explanation for the latter result is unclear,
but may result from the close relationship between A and M (com-
pared to A and C; Fig. 10) or from historical and local patterns of
introductions.

Conclusions

After Mendel completed his work with peas, he turned to experi-
menting with honeybees, to extend his work to animals (http://
www.zephyrus.co.uk/gregormendel.html)159. He produced a hybrid
strain (so vicious they were destroyed) but failed to reproduce the
clear picture of heredity because of difficulties in controlling the
mating behaviour of queens159. The honeybee genome similarly
proved a challenge for sequencing with biases in clone libraries.
With special remedies we produced a draft sequence that is high
quality by a number of metrics. The overall statistics for completeness
(genome size, coverage of markers, ESTs and cDNAs) indicate that
over 96% of these important elements are in the sequence. Similarly,
assessments of quality indicated few misassemblies, mainly asso-
ciated with repeated sequences, as expected for a draft sequence.
We expect that regions remain with lower sequencing redundancy
but these regions are not missing altogether and their sequences are
included in homology searches and can be recognized. Other
expected limitations are accurate placement of repeated sequences
and heterochromatic regions, which are problematic even in
sequences taken to the highest finished quality.

In addition to providing sequence, a genome project also produces
a gene list, generated here by novel merging of five efforts69. The OGS
consisted of a little more than 10,000 genes, lower than other insects
(D. melanogaster, 13,600 genes20; A. gambiae, 14,000 genes23; B. mori,
18,500 genes26,160). Genome tiling array and manual annotation
efforts increase the OGS by a few per cent, but it remains smaller
by 15% or more compared with other sequenced insects. Because the
sequence does not appear to be missing such an amount of the
genome, we believe that the gene count is underestimated.
Consistent with this are results from whole-genome tiling array
experiments that detected signals in thousands of regions currently
described as intergenic.

We suspect two reasons for the current low gene number. First,
limited EST and cDNA data for Apis reduced gene predictions.
Second, the large evolutionary distance of Apis from other sequenced
genomes restricted use of orthology in predicting genes and may have
introduced a bias in the OGS. When genes that are known in other
organisms were not found in the OGS or the OAIGS, orthologues
themselves were used to search the honeybee genome, and genes
found were added to the OGS. But shorter genes, rapidly diverging
genes, and other special cases may not be readily detected by this
approach.

Members of honeybee gene families were less likely to be missed
because other family members showed sufficient sequence similarity
to be useful in searches. Supporting this is the observation of a num-
ber of expanded gene families; for example, the major royal jelly
protein and odorant receptor families. We predict that the gene
count for the honeybee will increase in the future as more data and
analyses are applied.
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Figure 10 | Population genetic structure of honeybees collected from
native ranges in Europe, Africa and the Near East. Neighbour-joining tree
using Nei genetic distance181. Ten geographical subspecies (N 5 9–21
individuals each) can be partitioned into four regional groups. Branches
separating regional groups are supported by 100% bootstrap.
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The honeybee genome’s high A1T content, absence of transpo-
sons and slower rate of evolution, will be better understood as more
insect genomes are sequenced161. The paradoxes of high CpG content
despite the presence of cytosine methylases, fewer genes for innate
immunity despite the high pathogen and parasite loads associated
with social life, or the presence of Drosophila orthologues for many
genes in the sex determination pathway despite the honeybee’s lack of
sex chromosomes, promise to establish the honeybee as a new model
for several fundamental processes of life.

A number of new resources have been produced to enhance bio-
logical discovery. The discovery of genes related to RNAi (for
example, a SID-1-like protein) should enhance the use of this tech-
nique in the honeybee. It is difficult to select and propagate mutants
in the haplodiploid, polyandrous, open-air-mating honeybee, mak-
ing it difficult to apply traditional forward genetic tools. RNAi can
now be used for clarifying gene function and altering protein expres-
sion for beneficial effects on honeybee behaviour or physiology.
Equally important, the genome facilitates characterization of core
molecular features of RNAi, potentially clarifying inconsistencies
observed in silencing some honeybee gene targets. The discovery of
novel miRNAs and cis-regulatory elements associated with social
behaviour provides a foundation to begin to understand social regu-
lation of gene expression. Another new resource is an extensive SNP
set, which already has generated new insights into honeybee phylo-
geography and invasion biology, and will prove invaluable for posi-
tional cloning of genes in quantitative trait loci for a variety of traits
such as defensive behaviour or foraging behaviour162.

How will the honeybee genome sequence enable a mechanistic
understanding of social organization, communication and the ability
to shape the local environment? The evolution of sociality requires
changes to every system in the organism, not only to invent new
functions but also to tune old ones to new purposes. We expected
to find a rich set of genetic features underpinning honeybee sociality,
and here again, the genome project has not disappointed.

One intriguing trend is a smaller size of some gene families relative
to the other sequenced insect genomes, possibly reflecting a selective
elimination of genes whose functions have become superfluous in the
now highly specialized life history and self-managed environment of
the honeybee. Larger gene family sizes are, however, also observed.
New genes are not created de novo, but result from duplication and
diversification. The initial analysis of the honeybee genome presented
here shows 60 such duplications that are not present in other gen-
omes. These, and others like them awaiting discovery, are candidates
for honeybee-specific functions. The major royal jelly proteins pro-
vide a good example of protein family expansion and social evolu-
tion93.

However, achieving a comprehensive understanding of social life
in molecular terms will require extensive analyses of the honeybee as
well as other social and non-social species. A genome might be a
blueprint for some aspects of biology, but most mysteries of sociality
appear to be encoded subtly in the genome, at least based on our
study of honeybee and Drosophila, as well as recent analyses of human
and chimpanzee163. Although much remains to be done, with the
genome in hand, and the associated methodologies it enables, pro-
spects are bright for elucidating the molecular and genetic bases of
many complex traits associated with honeybee sociality.

METHODS

Detailed methods are described in Supplementary Information. Sources for

resources generated by this project are listed here.

Genome assemblies. Genome assemblies are available from the BCM-HGSC ftp

site under the directory (ftp://ftp.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu/pub/data/Amellifera/fasta/)

(see Supplementary Table 17). The files available for each assembly differ, but in

general there are directories for contigs (the sets of contigs with fasta quality and

agp files for each linkage group), for linearized scaffolds (sequences for each

linkage group where the gaps between contigs have been filled with Ns), for

bin0 (non-overlapping reads) and repeat reads. The file descriptions and assem-

bly statistics for each version are described in a file named README.txt.

The version 4.0 assembly directory also contains small contigs (less than 1 kb)

that were omitted from the assembly as well as haplotype contigs (overlapping

contigs identified as representing the second haplotype in the sequenced DNA).

The individual accessions at the NCBI are: version 4.0 (scaffolds CM000054–

CM000069, CH876891–CH878241); version 3.0 (contigs AADG05000001–

AADG05018946); version 2.0 (contigs AADG04000001–AADG04016028; scaf-

folds CM000054–CM000069, CH402995–CH404444); version 1.2 assembly

(contigs AADG03000001–AADG03022771; scaffolds CM000054–CM000069,

CH236967–CH239577); version 1.0 (contigs AADG02000001–

AADG02030074); version 1.0 (contigs AADG01000001–AADG01015795). The

version 2.0 assembly is displayed in the NCBI Map Viewer.

Genome browsers. Genome browsers are available for viewing the genome

assemblies at BeeBase (http://racerx00.tamu.edu/bee_resources.html), NCBI

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and UCSC (http://genome.ucsc.edu). The

assembly versions are listed in Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1. The feature

annotations that are available differ from site to site.

Chromosome superscaffolds. Chromosome superscaffolds for chromosomes 13,

14, 15 and 16 are available at BeeBase (http://racerx00.tamu.edu/bee_resources.

html).

SNPs. SNPs identified from A. m. scutellata whole-genome shotgun (WGS)

reads and from the two haplotypes within the A. m. mellifera assembly are

available from dbSNP at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.

fcgi?db5Snp&cmd5Limits) and from the BCM-HGSC ftp site (ftp://ftp.hgsc.

bcm.tmc.edu/pub/data/Amellifera/snp). SNPs identified from EST sequen-

ces are available from UIUC (http://titan.biotec.uiuc.edu/bee/downloads/

bee_downloads.html).

Tiling array data and EST sequences. Tiling array data are available for brows-

ing and download from Systemix (http://www.systemix.org). EST sequences are

available from NCBI, DDBJ and EMBL under accessions DB728206–DB781564.

Gene predictions. All of the individual gene sets in the OAIGS, OGS, the

community annotated set and BeeBase manually curated set are available for

download from the BeeBase downloads page (http://racerx00.tamu.edu/

downloadFASTA.html) as either protein or CDS sequences.
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